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Introduction

This book is written to increase your understanding of 
the working principles of diving equipment and, as a con-
sequence, to allow you to take better care of your equip-
ment. The amount of equipment needed for diving is ra-
ther big. Your comfort and safety as a diver are directly 
related to the proper functioning of that equipment. A 
thorough understanding of working principles and care 
will have a beneficial effect on both comfort and safety.

General knowledge about equipment such as masks, suits, 
knifes and others are already covered in detail in a begin-
ner course. Such general aspects of diving equipment are 
not repeated here. To assure a complete understanding of 
the subject, it is a good idea to review the relative infor-
mation in books from previous courses.

This book concentrates on the technical features of diving 
equipment. It provides in-depth information to develop
an understanding of the functioning of equipment and the 
consequences related to different technical solutions and 
malfunctions.
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Cylinders and Valves
Diving cylinders and their valves are used at high pressure. For that reason there are regulations and 
procedures to prevent incidents from happening. As a specialist for diving equipment, you must be 
aware of these regulations and procedures. The choice of cylinders and valves, as well as the way you 
handle them, affect your comfort as diver, the durability of your equipment and your safety. You will 
often find divers who are not aware of these secondary considerations. In this chapter, regulations and 
procedures are explained. The chapter also provides information pertinent to the choice of cylinders 
and valves and the way to use them.
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Cylinders

The cylinder is just a “container” holding the breathing gas available for the dive. In some areas it is not 
unusual to use aluminium cylinders, but steel cylinders are most common, especially in temperate cli-
mates. There are several reasons to opt for steel cylinders.

· Aluminium cylinders are heavier than steel cylinders due to the need for a thicker outer wall (ap-
proximately 4 times as thick as for a steel cylinder).

· Due to the thicker outer wall, the external volume of the aluminium cylinder (the displacement of 
water) is bigger in relation to the inner volume. To offset the positive buoyancy caused by the addi-
tional volume, the diver needs to carry more weights.

· Many aluminium cylinders have negative buoyancy when they are full and positive buoyancy when 
they are empty. This causes changes in the “trim” of the diver. Such changes can be uncomfortable.

· Aluminium cylinders are more sensitive to galvanic corrosion in the threads where the valve is 
mounted. This happens due to the contact between the different metals of the cylinder and the valve.

· Most accidents with cylinders bursting (an explosive release of pressure) have happened with alu-
minium cylinders (with the exception of incidents with cylinder valves, which will be discussed lat-
er).

· A stored aluminium cylinder can easily burst in a fire when the storage catches fire and the tempera-
ture rises (this is the reason for burst disk requirements in some countries where aluminium cylin-
ders are common).

There is one big advantage to aluminium cylinders. They are better resistant to salt water and the moist 
heat in a tropical climate. This is why many operators in tropical diving destinations opt for the use of 
aluminium cylinders in their rental department.

Not all cylinders are the same. There are three common production methods for steel cylinders. Alt-
hough the difference is not easily seen from the outside, the production method has consequences for 
the diver. Cylinders can be made from a steel plate, a steel tube or a steel billet. The lightest cylinders 
result from a production process with steel plate. The production from a steel tube creates a medium 
weight cylinder. The heaviest cylinders result from a production from steel billets. The difference in 
weight is mainly the result of the thickness of the bottom of the cylinder. That thickness is a conse-

quence of the production method.

All diving cylinders are seamless. With the production 
from tube, the bottom is closed and then the neck created. 
The cylinder is already cut to the right length and the 
thickness of the wall doesn’t change during production. 
Cylinders made out of a billet are already closed at the 
bottom. The wall is made by pulling the steel around a 
mould. The thickness of the wall might need adjustment. 
The production from a steel plate is similar, but results in a 
thinner and lighter bottom.

Steel cylinders are available in 200 bars, 232 bars and 300 
bars versions. 200 bar cylinders are most common. 300 
bars steel cylinder used to be too heavy to dive (you would 
need to wear corks rather than weights). A newer version
solved this problem. A 200 bar cylinder is coated with car-
bon and epoxy which allows for a lighter 300 bar cylinder. 

300 bar cylinders have special valves with a special 300 bar regulator connection.
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You cannot connect a 200 bar regulator to a 300 bar cylinder valve. This is to prevent divers from mak-
ing mistakes. A 300 bar regulator can be connected to a 200 bar cylinder valve. This solution with dif-
ferent connectors does cause problems for filling cylinders. A 200 bar filling hose cannot be connected 
to a 300 bar valve (although this would not be a safety issue), but a 300 bar filling hose can be connect-
ed to a 200 bar cylinder valve. A compressor with 300 bar filling hoses will be equipped with a 330 bar 
final pressure safety valve. Connecting a 200 bar cylinder to the wrong hose would therefore be a safety 
concern. This is one of the reasons why many filling stations do not offer 300 bar services.

The main difference between a DIN 300 bar connec-
tion and the 200 bar connection is that the 300 bar 
version is longer. This prevents the use of a 200 bar 
regulator on a 300 bar cylinder. The connection 
shown at the left is for 200 bar cylinders and the one 
at the right for 300 bar cylinders.

200 bar cylinders are still the best choice for recrea-
tional divers. Since virtually all filling stations are 
equipped for 200 bars, no problems with availability 

of filling services are to be expected. This can be different for technical diving. However, technical di-
vers are used to longer distances to get their cylinders filled, because they have very specific demands 
for their fills that cannot be catered for by many diving opera-
tions.

A cylinder needs to be hydrostatically tested periodically. The 
interval varies from country to country. Mostly between 2 and 
5 years for diving cylinders and between 2 and 10 years for a 
cylinder that does not have direct contact with water (such as 
an air bank or oxygen cylinder for first aid). It is a legal obliga-
tion to respect these intervals, but it is not good for the cylin-
der to be hydrostatically tested more often than required. The 
high pressure applied during the test puts the steel under a lot 
of strain.

During a hydrostatic test, the cylinder is filled with water and 
pressurized 50 or 66 per cent higher than its working pressure 
(200 bars is tested at 300 bar, which is 50% and 3,000 psi is 
tested at 5,000 psi, which is 66%). In addition to the pressure 
test, the condition of the cylinder is evaluated. This can be done 
by checking the expansion of the cylinder under pressure, the 
weight compared to the production weight, or otherwise.

In addition to the hydrostatic test, a cylinder needs to be visually inspected once a year. This is done by 
a professional and involves a visual verification of the outside of the cylinder (especially under the rub-
ber cover), the inside of the cylinder and the threads where the valve is fixed to the cylinder. To do the 
visual inspection, the inspector needs instruments which allow the inspection of the complete inner 
cylinder wall, including the upper part.

The hydrostatic test and the visual inspection are done by professionals, but the owner of a cylinder can 
do a lot to keep it in good shape. First of all you need to prevent water from entering the cylinder. This 
does not only involve that you always keep some pressure in the cylinder, but it also requires you to 
blast water from the inside of the valve before presenting the cylinder for filling. A small burst of air 
(momentarily opening the valve) will suffice. Normally the staff of the filling station will do this as well, 
but it can be forgotten occasionally.
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During transport after a dive, the cylinder can end up “buried” under wet gear bags 
and wetsuits. The water dripping in the valve will stay there if not evacuated. When 
filling, this water will get into the cylinder. After several fills rather a lot of water can 
accumulate. Thanks to the construction of the cylinder valve (a small tube), this wa-
ter cannot enter the regulator during a dive, but it will still cause problems. The wa-
ter will speed up corrosion of the inside of the cylinder and it can cause first stage 
freezing when diving in cold water. The subject of regulator freezing will be covered 
in more detail in the next chapter.

Another aspect of the care of the cylinder is to remove the neoprene cover from time 
to time to clean under it. The risk of corrosion at the outside of the cylinder is biggest 
at locations where the water cannot run off easily, creating a moist environment for 

longer periods of time. Some divers even recommend not using rubber covers on cylinders, but this 
increases the risk of damage to the foot of the cylinder. You could see this recommendation as solving 
one problem by causing a new one.

Cylinder Valves

Most cylinder valves are simple open and close 
valves. By adding or removing an insert, they can 
be used with either a DIN or international (yoke) 
regulator (number 4).

The pressure in the cylinder is blocked with the 
valve (the soft part) which is closing against the 
seat (the sharp part – number 1). The valve is part 
of the “lower spindle” (number 2), which is turned 
in and out with the help of a sort of “screwdriver”, 
called the “upper spindle” (number 3), which is 
connected to the knob.

If a closed valve with no regulator attached gets 
under water, the entire area marked in blue will fill 
with water. A burst of air will only clear part of the water, because a big part is located “behind” the air 
flow. This will leave a residue of salt, dirt and minerals in the valve, which will interfere with smooth 
operation.

Residue is specifically a problem when a twin valve is 
used, with only one first stage attached. If using a twin 
valve, you have to attach two first stages to prevent dam-
age to the valve, or at least the unused valve has to be 
sealed with a waterproof plug. The water in the valve 
does not only pose a problem with the residue that is left 
in the valve. The water could also be forced into the cylin-
der during filling. As mentioned, water in the cylinder can 
cause corrosion and can cause first stage freezing in cold 
water, due to moist air. Liquid water cannot enter the first 
stage, thanks to the short section of pipe (number 5) un-
der the valve.

There are still many divers who do not open their valve 
completely. Once it used to be common to open the cylinder completely and then closing again half a 
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turn. This habit comes from the times where the mechanism of the valve was not split in an upper spin-
dle and a lower spindle. Those valves could get blocked with decreasing cylinder pressure when opened 
completely. To prevent this, the habit of “closing half a turn” was taught. It is extremely rare to find the 
old types of valves in diving. There is no need at all for this procedure with modern valves. Just open 
valves completely.

Some cylinder valves are equipped with a “burst disc” 
(number 1). This is required in some countries. Especially 
in those where the use of aluminium cylinders is common. 
The “burst disc” has no function for diving. It is a safety 
feature to protect fire-fighters when a storage area with 
diving cylinders catches fire. Aluminium gets weak before 
the O-ring between the cylinder and the valve would melt. 
This creates a risk of explosive release of pressure. With a 
steel cylinder, the O-ring would melt long before the steel 
gets weak.

The “burst disc” is a small cupper plate that is rated to 
break (burst) when the pressure exceeds the rated pres-
sure of the cylinder by about 15 per cent. This causes a 

hole through which the air stored in the cylinder can escape. The “burst disc” is kept in place by a plug. 
To simplify the above drawing, the hole is located at the end of the plug, but in reality, the holes are 
located on the side. Releasing the air through more than one hole at once prevents the cylinder from 
rolling. Burst disks are required in some countries, but for safe storage of aluminium cylinders, they are 
also recommended in other countries.

In recreational diving a cylinder valve with a reserve (J-valve) is not common anymore. Some fire bri-
gades and police divers still use them for zero visibility diving. The idea is that a spring loaded metal pin 
is pushed in an air passage. As long as the cylinder pressure is higher than the force of the spring, the air 
passes unrestricted. At lower cylinder pressures the pin enters the air passage, which reduces the di-
ameter of the air passage. The smaller passage then increases breathing resistance.

A diver who notices the increased breathing resistance is warned that the pressure in the cylinder is 
low and should end the dive. To use the remaining air without the increased breathing resistance, the 
diver can pull a rod down, which will pull the pin in the “open” position and keep it there.

Some divers will not notice the increased resistance; some will forget to put the lever in the upward 
position before going diving and some reserves malfunction because of a worn spring or stay blocked in 
the open position. All this makes a reserve not a very reliable mechanism.

When filling a cylinder with a reserve valve, the re-
serve lever must be in the down (open) position. The 
filling speed of a compressor is too high to pass 
through an opening which is restricted by the pin. As 
a consequence the valve is soon “filled at 200 bar”, 
although hardly any air got into the cylinder. The 
compressor will switch off automatically at the final 
pressure and the staff of the filling station will assume 
that the filling is done, but the cylinder will still be 
empty. The reserve will also restrict the air flow 
though the cylinder valve. This reduces the perfor-
mance of the regulator.
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Regulators
The choice of regulator is decisive for the comfort and safety of a diver. There are different designs for 
regulators, each having their own features, advantages and inconveniences. An uninformed choice will 
not only affect your comfort while diving, but can also become a safety risk. Regulators must be suitable 
for the local diving circumstances and the depth of a dive. 

This chapter starts with the functioning of the four different types of first stages. From these explana-
tions it will become clear what the consequences of the choice for a specific design are. Three different 
types of second stages follow next. For second stages (in contrast with first stages) it is not possible to 
give clear criteria for the choice of a specific model. Based on the explanations, it will become clear 
which features are important in different diving conditions.

The chapter is completed with an explanation on regulator freezing. After a general introduction it will 
become clear what the criteria are for the selection of a regulator for cold water diving.
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First Stages

In order to explain the functioning of 
first stages, there are some basic con-
cepts which need to be understood. 
For this purpose we consider forces as 
axial forces and radial forces. Axial 
refers to a force in „the axis of move-
ment“ and radial refers to a force 
which does not work in the direction 
of movement. A force with an angle 
between the two is split into an axial 
and a radial component.

What you see in the drawing represents a sink with water. The sink is sealed with a plug. On the left, the 
plug is completely under water. The plug on the right is a plastic pipe of equal diameter for the entire 
length. On the left the weight of the water is working in the „axis of movement“, because there is a sur-

face on top of the plug on which the weight of wa-
ter can work. On the right the force is radial. The 
weight of the water is the same as on the left, but 
there is no surface provided on which the weight 
of the water can influence the movement of the 
plastic pipe.

The plastic pipe is surrounded with water. Each 
force finds an opposite force which is equal. 
Movement will neither be assisted, nor restricted. 
On the left there will be a difference in the force 

required to remove the plug, proportional to the height of the water column in the sink. The same holds 
true for a high pressure chamber filled with air. The air surrounding the metal bar does not find a sur-
face where it can assist or restrict the movement of this bar. There is no axial surface within the cham-
ber.

No matter how high the pressure in the chamber is getting, the bar is not going to move to the right or 
the left. The pressure in the chamber does neither assist nor restrict the movement of the metal bar. 
This would be different if the diameter of the metal bar would not be equal for the entire length. In that 
case the bar would move in the direction where the diameter is bigger.

Another basic concept is that equal opposite forces 
annul each other. This concept is used in membrane 
first stages, which are in their functioning complete-
ly different from piston first stages.

Two equal opposite forces, working on a surface 
with equal diameter annul each other. No movement 
will result and the resulting force is zero. If the force 
coming from the left is bigger than the force from 
the right and both are pushing on a surface of equal 
diameter, a movement (or force) to the right will 
result. The resulting force is equal to the force from 
the left, minus the force from the right. If the force 
coming from the right is bigger and the surface on 
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both sides is still the same, the resulting force will 
lead to the left.

If the pressures on both sides are equal (expressed 
in bar), but the surfaces on which the forces are 
pushing (expressed in mm2) are not, movement or a 
force will result. The force is the result of: pressure 
from the left multiplied by the surface at the left
minus force from the right multiplied by the surface
at the right. For example: 200 bar x 20mm2 – 200 
bar x 10mm2 = 4,000 bar.mm2 – 2,000 bar.mm2 = 
2,000 bar.mm2 as a resulting force. (Correctly ex-
pressed in Newton – 1 bar.mm2 = 0.1 Newton).

Theoretically it would be possible to annul 
the force of different pressures by adapting 
the surface on which the pressures are 
working. For example 100 bar x 20mm2 –
200 bar x 10mm2 = 2,000 bar.mm2 – 2,000 

bar.mm2 = 0 bar.mm2. In diving, this is not used on many occasions, due to the variations in cylinder 
pressure which need to be taken into account.

The understanding of these two basic concepts is essential to grasp the concept of the functioning of 
regulator first stages and many other equipment items. There are only 4 basic types of first stages. For 
each of them, multiple variations (gadgets) exist. The four basic types of first stages are: balanced pis-
ton first stage, non-balanced (traditional) piston first stage, balanced membrane first stage and non-
balanced membrane first stage.

Although membrane first stages exist much longer, 
we will explore piston first stages first. Piston first 
stages were introduced in 1963 (non-balanced 
piston first stages) and 1965 (balanced piston first 
stages). In those days they represented a cheaper 
and more effective way to manufacture first stages 
for diving. You can recognize piston first stages by 
the holes allowing water to enter the ambient pres-
sure chamber (as long as the holes are not under a 
plastic, neoprene or silicone cover).

To explore the functioning of a balanced piston 
first stage, we return to the drawing we have seen 
in the introduction on first stages. This “first stage” 
is connected to a cylinder with a DIN valve. The 

moment the cylinder is opened, the chamber pressure of the first stage 
will become equal to the cylinder pressure, hence the name “high pres-
sure chamber”.

In the high pressure chamber, there is no surface allowing the pressure
to exert a force in the axis of movement. There are only radial surfaces. 
The cylinder pressure has no influence on the movement of the metal 
bar which is called the piston.
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In figure 1, we add a second chamber to the “first stage” and give the metal bar the shape of a “real first 
stage piston”. In this new chamber, the piston is sealed with an O-ring, dividing the chamber in two 
parts. Both sides of the piston in the “new” chamber have a surface where pressure can influence the 
axial movement of the piston. This will not be high pressure (cylinder pressure) because an O-ring is 
sealing the passage from the high pressure chamber to the “new” chamber. In figure 1 the pressure in 
the “new” chamber cannot be defined, but it is certain that the pressure on both sides of the piston is 
almost the same. Both sides of the piston have an axial surface of almost the same size on which the 
pressure can work. The piston will move until it finds the position, in which the pressures on both sides 
find their equilibrium.

In figure 2 we have drilled three holes in the “new” chamber. We connect a second stage to the hole at 
the left. The other two holes provide a connection with the ambient pressure. The pressure within the 
two parts of the new chamber can now be defined. The pressure in the chamber with the green arrows 
is equal to the pressure around the regulator. At the surface this is 1 bar. As a consequence, the pres-
sure in the left part of the chamber is also 1 bar. If this would not be the case, the piston would move 
until both pressures are equal. If you would inhale from the second stage, you would pull the piston to 
the left. We can now name the two parts of the “new” chamber. The part with the holes allows ambient 
pressure to enter the first stage and is called “ambient pressure chamber” (or wet chamber). The part at 
the left has the same pressure as the hose leading to the second stage – the pressure between the first 
and second stage – and is called the “intermediate pressure chamber”.

In figure 3, the piston is changed. Rather than being a metal bar, sticking out of the high pressure 
chamber at both sides, it now becomes a section of pipe. The bore trough the piston allows breathing 
gas to flow from the high pressure chamber to the intermediate pressure chamber. The far right end of 
the piston is now a seat – a sharp edge – which closes on a valve (made out of a softer material such as 
Teflon). As the sharp edge is “cut” on the inside, the external diameter at the side of the seat is equal to 
the external diameter at the other side of the high pressure chamber. The cylinder pressure does still 
not have any influence on the movement of the piston.

If the diver takes a breath, the piston is pulled to the left. This action pulls the seat from the valve, allow-
ing air from the high pressure chamber to flow to the intermediate pressure chamber and thus the in-
termediate pressure hose and the second stage. When the diver stops breathing, the piston will return 
to the closed position as soon as the pressure in the intermediate chamber is slightly higher than the 
pressure in the ambient pressure chamber. The first stage functions, but the intermediate pressure is 
only 1 bar (at the surface). As taught in beginner courses, the intermediate pressure is higher than that. 
We must add something to the first stage to create a higher intermediate pressure.

What is added is a spring in the ambient pressure chamber (figure 4). This spring helps the ambient 
pressure in the attempt to “open” the piston. This means that the pressure that is needed in the inter-
mediate pressure chamber to “close” the piston is higher. The pressure in the intermediate pressure 
chamber must be high enough to overcome the ambient pressure and the force that the spring is exert-
ing on the piston.
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MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient
If this formula holds true, the first stage is called a “balanced first stage”. If a variable (positive or nega-
tive) is added to the formula (such as cylinder pressure) the first stage is “non-balanced”. The result is a 
regulator that offers equal breathing comfort, regardless of cylinder pressure. The term “compensated” 
refers to something else. This only means that the ambient pressure plays a role in the intermediate 
pressure (the green position in the formula). That is the case for all regulators produced for diving to-
day.

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring

Compensated Non-compensated

For a proper functioning of the second stage, the intermediate pressure must increase 1 bar for every 
10 meters of depth, because the pressure in the second stage will also increase at that rate. When the 
intermediate pressure would stay the same, regardless of ambient pressure, at a certain depth the am-
bient pressure would exceed the intermediate pressure. Water would then enter, rather than breathing 
gas coming out of the regulator. The breathing comfort would reduce with increasing depth.
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A non-balanced piston first stage is constructed differently, but we will find many parts that are similar 
to those in the balanced piston first stage. A difference is the absence of a big high pressure chamber. 
The seat is now located in the body of the first stage, blocking the passage of high pressure air at the 
entrance. We now have “two” intermediate pressure chambers. One to the right, with the second stage 
attached, and another to the left, located behind the piston. The pressure in both intermediate pressure 
chambers is equal, because they are connected via the piston. The cylinder pressure is now arriving in 
the axis of movement. This means that the cylinder pressure does have an influence on the movement 
of the piston. The formula for a balanced regulator is not true anymore:

MP(Intermediate Pressure) ≠ PSpring + PAmbient

In some sort of way, the cylinder pressure has to find its way into the formula. Looking at the entrance 
for air, the diameter of the bore trough the high pressure seat is very small compared to the other side 
of the piston. Applying what we learned in the introduction on first stages, the calculation could be as 
follows – 10 bar x 500mm2 – 200 bar x 3mm2 = 5,000 bar.mm2 – 600 bar.mm2 = 4,400 bar.mm2 Or: 
intermediate pressure in the left chamber, multiplied by the diameter of the left side of the piston, mi-
nus cylinder pressure multiplied by the diameter at the high pressure seat. The result is the force miss-
ing to create the desired intermediate pressure (in this example 10 bar). That would be the force that 
the spring and ambient pressure need to exert. This means that the cylinder pressure is “helping the 
spring” to open the piston. The force of the spring would be less than the spring in a balanced regulator 

with the same intermediate pressure.

The problem is that the cylinder pressure 
varies. If we look at the same equation at the 
end of the dive (when a diver would have 
only 10 bar pressure left in the cylinder), the 
result could be as follows - 10 bar x 500mm2

– 10 bar x 3mm2 = 5,000 bar.mm2 – 30 
bar.mm2 = 4,970 bar.mm2 This means that 
we would now need a spring with a different 
force (570 bar.mm2 or 57 Newton more) in 
order to keep the intermediate pressure at 
10 bar. The need for a varying spring force is 

ignored in the construction of virtually all non-balanced piston first stages. This leads to variations in 
intermediate pressure throughout the dive. Therefore the formula for a non-balanced piston first stage 
would be: 

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient + (x.PCylinder)

The bigger x in the formula is, the bigger the variations in intermediate pressure between the beginning 
and the end of the dive. To keep x small, the diameter of 
the seat (3mm2 in the given example) should be as small 
as possible. This forces the engineer to a compromise. He 
can opt for limited variations in the intermediate pres-
sure, but that will come with limited flow (a small opening 
for the breathing gas). He can also opt for a bigger flow (a 
big opening for the breathing gas), but then has to accept 
big variations in the intermediate pressure and thus the 
change in breathing comfort when the cylinder pressure is 
decreasing.

To keep the breathing comfort in an acceptable range, 
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manufacturers produce non-balanced piston first stages with a small high pressure passage. The avail-
able passage allows enough air to pass for recreational dives at limited depth. When these regulators 
are used at greater depth and when a single first stage has to feed the main regulator, the octopus and 
an inflator, then it is doubtful whether the first stage can supply the amount of breathing gas the diver 
or divers are asking from the regulator. This is the reason why non-balanced piston first stages are not 
recommended as a personal regulator and why they are normally only used for training purposes in 
swimming pools and at limited depth. Non-balanced piston first stages cost less than other first stages 
and are easy to maintain. There is still a demand for them, but one should take care they are only used 
for the type of diving they were designed for.

With balanced piston first stages we have no need to accept a compromise. No matter how large a di-
ameter we provide for the high pressure air entrance and how big we make the bore through the piston, 
the formula to calculate the intermediate pressure will stay the same.

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient

Membrane first stages have the 
advantage that there is no con-
tact between the moving (dy-
namic) part of the regulator and 
the water. The water only enters 
up to the flexible membrane 
(orange) and in this non-
balanced membrane first stage; 
there are no dynamic O-rings. 
When the diver is inhaling from 
the second stage, the membrane 
flexes inward, pushing the nee-
dle which will open the valve. 
The breathing gas can now flow 

from the high pressure chamber (with the orange arrow) to the intermediate pressure chamber (with 
the blue arrow) and to the second stage. When the diver stops inhaling, pressure will build up in the 
intermediate pressure chamber and the membrane will flex back against the force of the ambient pres-
sure and the spring. The regulator will close.

A difference with a piston first stage is that the high pressure does not work in the same direction as the 
spring – it works in the opposite direction. This would result in the following formula:

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient – (x.PCylinder)
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The consequence is that the intermediate pressure will be higher with a low cylinder pressure and low-
er with a high cylinder pressure. This is the opposite of the non-balanced piston first stage. If the diame-
ter of the conical valve would be 20mm2 and the opening from the high pressure chamber to the inter-
mediate pressure chamber would have a diameter of 4mm2, then the complete formula would be as 
follows (equilibrium of forces):

MP.500mm2 = PSpring.500mm2 + PAmbient.500mm2 + PIntermediate.4mm2 + PCylinder.16mm2 – PCylinder.20mm2

The influence of the intermediate pressure on the diameter of the opening between the intermediate 
pressure chamber and the high pressure chamber (in this example 4mm2) is very limited, for simplifica-
tion we can ignore it. For the cylinder pressure we are only interested in the difference between the 
positive and the negative force (in this example 16mm2minus 20mm2 = – 4mm2). This gives us the sim-
plified formula:

MP.500mm2 = PSpring.500mm2 + PAmbient.500mm2 – PCylinder.(Diameter MP-HP Passage)

Or, in this example:

MP.500mm2 = PSpring 500mm2 + PAmbient.500mm2 – PCylinder.4mm2

Consequences for Adjustment

For a technician who is adjusting the regulator, 
the type of regulator matters. A second stage 
needs to be able to close against the highest in-
termediate pressure a first stage will produce. 

This means that the adjustment of a non-balanced 
membrane first stage has to be done with a low 
cylinder pressure (just slightly higher than the 
desired intermediate pressure). If this type of reg-
ulator is adjusted using a full cylinder, it would
start free-flowing toward the end of the dive.

The opposite holds true for non-balanced piston 
first stages. These have to be adjusted with a full 
cylinder. If the technician is adjusting this type of regulator with an almost empty cylinder, it would free-
flow when connected to a full cylinder.

With balanced first stages the cylinder pressure during the adjustment has no importance. The cylinder 
pressure has no influence on the functioning of the regulator (as long as the cylinder pressure is higher 
than the desired intermediate pressure).

Non-balanced membrane first stages are rare. There are a few older 
models which are still used by divers and there are still one or two 
manufacturers producing this type of regulator, but virtually all 
membrane first stages you find in a dive shop today will be balanced 
membrane first stages. There are two reasons for that. First of all the 
precision drills available today make the production of balanced 
membrane first stages a lot easier than it used to be. A second reason 
is that non-balanced first stages are not as durable as the balanced 
version. 
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In the nineties, the balanced membrane first stage has become the most popular type of regulator for 
recreational diving. Even some manufacturers with a long tradition in piston first stages now have 
membrane first stages available. The big advantage is the lack of water contact with the moving parts in 
the regulator. This prevents salt, minerals, sand and dirt from entering the first stage, which substan-
tially reduces wear.

Balanced membrane first stages respect the formula for balanced first stages, but in a different manner 
than the balanced piston first stages.

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient

On first sight the functioning of a balanced membrane first stage is 
more complicated, but when we keep the information from the 
introduction to first stages in mind, the concept is easy to under-
stand. The balanced membrane first stage is almost the same as 
the non-balanced membrane first stage. The addition is a balancing 
chamber that brings all forces in equilibrium.

The entrance of high pressure, the connection for the second stage,
and other intermediate pressure hoses are found at the same loca-
tion as in the non-balanced membrane first stage. The functioning 
of a first stage of this type is based on the fact that equal opposite 
forces annul each other.

The small piston has a passage to an intermediate pressure cham-
ber (or balancing chamber). The first part of the bore is big enough 
for the needle to enter. The second part has a smaller diameter to 
prevent the needle from being pushed through the piston. The 
diameter of the intermediate pressure chamber is the same as the 
diameter of the passage between the high pressure chamber and the intermediate pressure chamber. 
This means that also the part of the small piston sticking out around the seat has the same surface 
above and under. This brings us the following complete formula for a balanced membrane first stage 
(assuming that the diameter of the passage between the high pressure chamber and the intermediate 
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pressure chamber is 8mm2 and that the part of the small piston sticking out around the seat has a sur-
face of 10mm2):

MP.500mm2 = PSpring.500mm2+PAmbient.500mm2+PIntermediate.8mm2–PIntermediate.8mm2+PCylinder.10mm2–PCylinder.10mm2

As an identical + and – annul each other and after deleting identical surface areas, the formula ends up 
the same as for the balanced piston first stage.

MP.500mm2 = PSpring.500mm2+PAmbient.500mm2+PIntermediate.8mm2–PIntermediate.8mm2+PCylinder.10mm2–PCylinder.10mm2

MP(Intermediate Pressure) = PSpring + PAmbient

To limit the need for precision in the construction of 
the small piston, some manufacturers bring the in-
termediate pressure to the balancing chamber is a 
different way. Rather than going through the small 
piston. A connection around the high pressure seat is 
created.

The criteria for proper balancing stay the same. The 
diameter of the passage from the high pressure 
chamber to the intermediate pressure chamber needs 

to have the same diameter as the part of the piston sticking into the balancing chamber. The part of the 
small piston sticking out around the seat must have the same diameter on both sides. The only thing 
that changes is the way in which the intermediate pressure is brought to the balancing chamber. It is 
still a balanced first stage. 

The quality of a first stage is rather easy to define and can mostly be measured on a test bench. High 
flow, good stability of intermediate pressure at any flow and durability are the aspects to be taken into 
consideration.

· High flow is needed to give the second stage and accessories (and thus the diver) enough breathing 
gas at any depth for any demand.

· Stability of intermediate pressure at any depth and for any flow is needed to maintain a constant 
breathing comfort for the diver.

· Durability is needed to prevent the first stage from malfunctioning in any conditions and to assure a 
long life of the regulator.

A first stage falling short of any of the above criteria cannot be considered a high quality first stage. This 
excludes non-balanced first stages from the label “high quality”, because of their variations in interme-
diate pressure and restrictions in the flow. Due to their construction they simply cannot match the per-
formance of balanced first stages, so they do not belong in the same quality range.

Considering durability, there are no doubts that membrane balanced first stages are your best choice. 
The membrane isolates the functioning parts in the regulator from the water, which assures that the 
regulator is protected from wear (under the conditions of pure air and correct rinsing procedures).

It has happened that divers present their balanced membrane first stage after three or four years of 
daily diving without rinsing the regulator. They were still in good shape. This is unlikely with a piston 
regulator, due to water and galvanic action between a steel piston and the brass housing.

The flow of a first stage must be high enough to accommodate the demand of a diver. With a consump-
tion of 15 litres per minute at the surface, you could assume a diver to inhale this breathing gas in no 
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more than 12 seconds (12 breaths in a minute, each lasting 1 second). That brings the breathing speed 
at the surface to 75 litres per minute for a diver who is relaxed and did not overexert himself. At a depth 
of 40 meters, this would be 5 times 75 litres/minute = 375 litres/minute for a second stage used by a 
relaxed diver. If we now add aspects such as an overexerted diver, the use of an inflator or another div-
er sharing air from an octopus connected to the same first stage, we could easily come to a needed flow 
well beyond 1,000 litres/minute for recreational diving and well beyond 2,000 litres/minute breathing 
speed for moderate technical diving.

If the breathing rate is approaching the maximum flow of the first stage, the intermediate pressure will 
start to drop. This will increase breathing resistance and thus affect comfort. This is undesired in an 
overexertion situation, where an increased breathing resistance could cause a feeling of not being able 
to breathe. This in turn could cause panic and perhaps a diving accident. To achieve a stable intermedi-
ate pressure, the maximum flow of a regulator needs to be well beyond the breathing speed that can be 
expected from the diver (in worst case). Only first stages with a flow higher than 2,000 litres per minute
can be considered to be high quality regulators for recreational diving (higher for technical diving). A 
non-balanced first stage mostly offers a flow below 1,500 litres per minute and reduces flow with de-
creasing intermediate pressure.

Second Stages

Distinguishing between a good sec-
ond stage and a bad one is not as easy 
as with first stages. The first stage 
always has the same criteria – dura-
bility, flow and stability of intermedi-
ate pressure. For a second stage there 
are more factors involved, including 
personal preference and the needs of 
the individual diver. This is a very 
diverse criterion. Second stages are 
either specially designed for specific 
diving conditions, or they are “all-
rounder”.

The main problem with a second 
stage is that you cannot gain perfor-

mance and benefit in all fields simultaneously. A second stage is always a compromise. For example: a 
longer lever can reduce the breathing resistance and thus improve the breathing comfort. When adding 
a longer lever, the internal volume of the second stage needs to be bigger. This will increase the dead air 
space and the diver will proportionally inhale more exhaled breathing gas with CO2. This will cause 
more frequent breathing impulses and thus a faster consumption of the available breathing gas. In this 
case improving the breathing resistance comes with the compromise of a faster consumption of breath-
ing gas.

Some aspects to take into consideration for a second stage are: 

· Durability
· Cracking pressure
· Inhalation resistance
· Exhalation resistance
· Changes in performance at different angles
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· Dead air space
· Weight
· Flexibility on the hose connection and the flexibility of the hose itself
· Sensitivity to dirt, sand and salt or mineral residue
· Freezing
It should be clear that we cannot reach the optimum for each individual consideration, without accept-
ing a compromise in another. It would be possible to build a first stage and claim it to be the best in the 
world by proving that it has better flow, better stability of intermediate pressure and better durability 
than all others on the market. With a second stage you could never make such a claim, because you 
could never exceed the performance of all other available models in all fields. The only thing you can do 
is create a second stage that performs well on the aspects that you consider important and hope that 
they are what divers are looking for. A second stage that performs well in the tropics might be your 
worst choice in a cold climate. A regulator that offers fantastic performance during boat dives might 
free-flow constantly when entering the water through surf.

When inhaling from a second stage, we distin-
guish between two moments. The force needed to 
activate the second stage, called cracking pres-
sure, and the force needed to continue the inhala-
tion, called breathing resistance. Regulator 1 has 
a high cracking pressure, but a relatively low 
breathing resistance. Regulator 2 is better on 
both aspects. Regulator 3 has a relatively low 
cracking pressure, but a high breathing re-
sistance.

The closer the resistance is to natural breathing, 
the better it is, but complete zero resistance like 
in breathing on land will not be possible. This 
would make the regulator too sensitive. Simply 

moving your head would already cause a free-flow. Many regulators are adjusted to a value of between 
3 and 5 centimetres water pressure. Some regulators have features to adjust the breathing comfort 
while under water. Some of these features work on the cracking pressure and others on the breathing 
resistance. Those that alter the cracking pressure also have some influence on the breathing resistance.

Before discussing the details of second stages, we will first look at some of the basics. The mechanism 
that activates during inhalation is also called the intermediate pressure seat. There are three basic 
types of second stages, which come in many variations: the traditional second stage, the “downstream 
override” and the pilot second stage.

Next to allowing a diver to breathe, a second stage performs the function of overpressure relief valve, 
which should keep the system safe by free-flowing in case of a defect in either the first or the second 
stage.

The key component of the traditional second stage is a 
spring loaded valve such as we find on a BCD as overpres-
sure relief valve. The function of such a valve on a BCD is 
to prevent rupture of the bladder in case an inflator is 
stuck or a diver overinflates the BCD. You could say that 
the construction of the valve is done in such a way that if 
other technical elements or the user fails, the BCD is still 
safe. Or fail-safe. In a second stage, the valve serves the 
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same purpose. If there is a technical problem in the first stage, the construction of the second stage will 
keep the regulator safe. Also here this is called fail-safe.

An overpressure relief valve of a BCD is 
often equipped with a cord that allows 
the diver to use the valve to dump air 
manually. The lever in a second stage is 
essentially the same. It is not a cord, but 
also a mechanism that is manipulated by 
the diver in order to open the valve. Only 
tilting the valve (as it would when a lever 
would be connected to the middle of the 
seat and moved to the side) would not 
open the valve enough to allow for the flow that is needed for an inhala-
tion. This is why we find a mechanism that is lifting the entire valve from 

the seat. To do this, most valves are inserted in a small piston. Movement is created by the lever pulling 
at this small piston.

The intermediate pressure from the first 
stage arrives at the seat (the blue arrow). 
The valve mounted in the small piston is 
pushed by the spring to keep the second 
stage closed. This means that the force of 
the spring (combined with the ambient 
pressure in the second stage) must be 

strong enough to withstand the intermediate pressure. Assuming an intermediate pressure of 10 bars, 
the spring is rather strong. The idea is that the spring is a little bit stronger than needed to close the 
intermediate pressure valve. All extra force will make itself noticeable in additional breathing re-
sistance, because more force is needed to pull the valve free from the seat.

This explains the changes in breathing resistance when using a non-balanced first stage. The spring in 
the second stage is adapted to the highest pressure that is to be expected from the first stage. The in-
termediate pressure will change with variation in cylinder pressure, but the spring in the second stage 
will keep the same force. The difference is noticed in the force that is needed to pull the valve from the 
seat (against the force of the spring). The breathing resistance (or at least the cracking pressure) will 
increase.

When you inhale, the membrane is pulled inward 
and the lever is pushed down. Because of its shape,
the lever pulls the small piston away from the seat. 
The lever can move all the way down in the second 
stage, resulting in a maximum opening between 
the seat and the valve. A diver manipulating the 
purge button cannot push the lever completely 
down. The construction of modern purge buttons 
only allows us to press the purge button down for 
a few millimetres. This is just enough to create the 
mild flow that is needed to purge the regulator or 
to clear it of water. Old second stages did not have 
a restriction on the purge button.

The farther the lever is pushed down, the higher the flow from the second stage will be. To assure that a 
second stage can supply all the air a diver is asking in any situation and at any depth, it is necessary that 
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the lever has the complete range of movement available. This is why the lever of a second stage needs 
to have contact with the membrane when under pressure. Only then the full range of movement is 
available and only this way the second stage can achieve its maximum flow when needed. You can check 
this by slowly moving a second stage under pressure and listening for lever movement. If you can hear 
the lever move freely, the second stage should not be used.

The adjustment of a second stage mainly involves the 
positioning of the lever. If the lever is too high, the 
membrane will exert force on the lever and the second 
stage will free-flow. If the lever is too low, the range of 
lever movement available is too restricted to give max-
imum flow when needed. A second stage is not adjusted 
to the intermediate pressure of the first stage. The in-
termediate pressure for which the second stage is de-
signed is defined by the spring in the second stage. The first stage is adjusted to the intermediate pres-
sure the second stage requires. Not the second stage adjusted to the intermediate pressure the first 
stage gives.

The traditional second stage is still the most common. You will find this mechanism for opening the 
second stage (the intermediate pressure valve) in the majority of second stages. The performance of 
this type of valve is good for almost all aspects, with one exception. The durability of this type of second 
stage is limited, especially if the regulator is not in use. It may sound strange, but these second stages do 
not last long when not in use. They last a lot longer when diving every day. The reason for that is the 
construction of the small piston with the valve, which is pushed by a spring that is strong enough to 
withstand intermediate pressure.

When the regulator is in use, the force of the spring finds an opposite force 
in the intermediate pressure. The force with which the valve is pushed on 
the seat is almost zero. This would cause only very limited wear of the 
valve. This is different when the regulator is not in use. There is no inter-
mediate pressure pushing the valve, but the spring is still strong enough to 
withstand a non-present force. The valve is pushed on the seat with a ra-
ther big force. This will carve the soft material of the valve (1). A conse-
quence of a damaged valve (2) is that the small piston will have to travel 
further to close the entrance of breathing gas. This will bring the lever 

higher up than its adjustment when the seat was still in order. This causes a mildly free-flowing second 
stage which needs either to be readjusted, or the valve must be replaced.

This problem typically occurs when the regulator has not been in use for a while. It could belong to a 
diver who stops diving over winter. It could also be a regulator in the back of the rental department, 
which is only used during peak demand. We are normally confronted with this problem at an unex-
pected moment, because we assumed that the regulator would still be in the same good shape as when 
we stored it.

“Downstream Override” second stages are sometimes (mis-
takenly) called balanced second stages. They are not very 
different from the traditional second stage, but apply a bal-
ancing chamber (similar to the one in the balanced mem-
brane first stage) to assist the spring in closing the valve 
against the seat.

This allows for a weaker spring and reduces the problem of 
carving the valve when the regulator is not in use. It also 
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allows for a “lighter” mechanism which could react faster than the traditional model. As everything in 
second stages, this comes at a price. The second stage is more sensitive to dirt, sand and salt or mineral 
residue.

Compared to the piston in the traditional second stage, the 
“downstream override” version has a hole drilled through the 
piston, leading to the balancing chamber, which is sealed with 
an O-ring. The intermediate pressure pushes the small piston 
from both sides, so the only force missing is a force to close the 
valve when the diver stops inhaling. This is the role of the weak 
spring.

If the system would work completely according to the above 
principle, we could actually name this second stage a balanced 
second stage. This is not the case. As mentioned before, the sec-
ond stage fulfils two roles. It allows the diver to breath and it 
serves as a safety valve (overpressure relief valve) for a mal-

functioning first stage. If the system would be completely “balanced”, the second stage would not work 
as a safety valve anymore. The pressure in the balancing chamber is identical to the pressure in the 
intermediate pressure hose. Even at a pressure of 200 bars, the valve would still not open.

To solve this problem, pressure in the balancing chamber and the hose are identical, but not the surface 
on which this pressure is working. The diameter on which the intermediate pressure can work in the 
chamber is almost half of the surface at the side of the hose. This way the balancing chamber is assisting 
the spring, but not replacing it. The spring is still doing half of the work. We override the lack of safety 
valve (downstream) function by working with different diameters, rather than really balancing the sec-
ond stage. This is why the problem of carving the valve (when the regulator is not in use) is reduced, 
but not solved completely.

The pilot second stage is using an up-
stream valve. A pilot second stage is 
using a small stream of breathing gas 
to open the passage for a big stream of 
breathing gas. A tube is connected to 
the intermediate pressure hose. The 
breathing gas coming from the first 
stage can enter unrestricted. Within 
the main tube leading to the membrane 

and the mouthpiece, there is a second tube with a tiny entrance through which the intermediate pres-
sure can enter. When you open the cylinder, the regulator will free-flow, but the free-flow will stop as 
soon as the inner tube is under pressure. The pressure will push the flexible material around the inner 
tube to seal against the outer tube.

The hole through which the breathing gas enters the inner tube is very tiny. It will take almost a second 
until the initial free-flow will stop. When the diver inhales, the small upstream valve at the right is tilted 
and the pressure in the inner tube is released to the right. The hole created by opening the small up-
stream valve is larger than the tiny hole at the left. The tube releases breathing gas faster than it can be 
replenished. This will cause the flexible material to lose its seal with the outer tube. That action will 
open the big stream of breathing gas. You can imagine these regulators to have a very high cracking 
pressure, but an extremely low breathing resistance and an extremely high flow.

Regulators like these are popular for diving in very cold water, but the big difference between the 
cracking pressure and the breathing resistance decrease the breathing comfort to an extent that it is not 
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a choice of divers who have the option of 
freely choosing their regulator. For cold 
water diving these second stages work 
very well, because the flexible material 
would even close against ice.

A problem with pilot second stages is 
that they are not “fail safe”. They do not 
function as a safety valve. The higher the 
intermediate pressure, the better the flexible membrane will seal against the outer tube. This is why a 
regulator with a pilot second stage has an extra over pressure relief valve (safety valve to make the 
system fail safe). Such a safety valve can be added to one of the intermediate pressure ports on the first 
stage, or it can be part of the intermediate pressure hose connection to the second stage. This is a spring 
loaded connection which will create an opening between the second stage and the hose to release ex-
cess breathing gas at too high pressure.

Regulator Freezing

When diving in cold water, a frozen regulator may cause a free-flow. For ice to develop, two factors are 
required: temperatures below zero and water. If one of the two is missing, a regulator will not freeze. It 
is very unlikely that a first stage will freeze. Cold temperatures are caused at the location where the 
pressure drops. In the first stage this is at the high pressure seat. No matter which type of regulator we 
take, membrane or piston, balanced or non-balanced, at the location where the temperature drops 
when the diver inhales, there is normally no water.

If there is water at the location of the high 
pressure seat, this is coming from the 
cylinder. This is one of the reasons to 
prevent water from entering the cylinder,
as is explained in the chapter on cylin-
ders and valves. Moist air entering the 
first stage can cause water to accumulate 
around the high pressure seat. This water
can freeze if the temperature drops be-
low zero. The ice can prevent the valve 
from sealing against the seat. It is rec-

ommended to verify that the inside of the cylinder is dry, before the cold season starts.

Some first stages are equipped with features to prevent icing. Most of these do not really work, because 
the added isolation is far away from the actual problem. The temperature drops below zero only at the 
high pressure seat. The first stage is made out of metal (a good heat conductor) and the regulator is 
immersed is water with a temperature above zero (we do not dive in ice). When you inhale, the tem-
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perature around the high pressure seat drops below zero (which is no problem as long as the air from 
the cylinder is dry). However, thanks to the above zero temperature of the surrounding water, the area 
will warm up again before you take the next breath.

Isolation around the intermediate pressure spring 
can serve to keep minerals and salt out of the ambi-
ent pressure chamber, and help to prevent the reg-
ulator from freezing before and after the dive. It 
does not help underwater. Rather than adding this 
kind of feature, you should make sure that the cyl-
inder is completely dry inside.

At some point in time, divers made it a habit to fill 
the wet chamber of piston first stages with silicone 

grease. This created the opposite effect. Rather than keeping sand and dirt out of the first stage, the 
silicone trapped it inside the ambient pressure chamber. Every time the piston moves, silicone is 
pushed out via the holes in the first stage and water (with salt and dirt) is pulled in. The sand, dirt and 
salt stick to the silicone and create a mix of silicone and dirt which is not really good for the first stage. 
It was also rather annoying that small quantities of silicone came out of the holes when the first stage 
was put under pressure, causing a greasy, slippery first stage.

The second stage is a different problem. There is moisture in the second stage, so temperatures below 
zero can cause regulator freezing. The moist air the diver is exhaling can bring enough water in the sec-
ond stage to cause ice around the intermediate pressure seat. For the second stage, the only chance we 
have against freezing is therefore to keep the temperature around the seat above zero.
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The pressure drop of a single breath (intermediate pressure to ambient pressure) does normally not 
cool the second stage enough to freeze. To keep the temperature in the second stage above zero, we 
need to make use of the ambient temperature, which is always above zero. The second stage must be 
warmed up before you inhale again. This requires a good conductor and as little isolation as possible 
between the inside of the regulator and the am-
bient temperature. The best available conductors 
are metal and carbon. For that reason many who 
dive in cold water have metal or carbon second 
stages, both for the main second stage and for the 
octopus. Second stages with a complete metal or 
carbon casing are the best choice for diving in 
cold water.

To solve the problem with plastic second stages, 
some manufacturers add metal parts. Although 
this cannot be the equivalent of a complete metal 
second stage, normally this works well. The
quantity and the size of the metal parts must be 
sufficient.

The regulator in the picture has another feature to prevent the second stage from freezing. The lever is 
placed on the opposite side of the casing, as far away from the intermediate pressure seat as possible. 
The mechanism is attached to a plastic (non-temperature conductive) rod. This way the moving parts of 
the regulator are far away from the location where the temperature drops. The risk of second stage 
freezing is further reduced. Metal or carbon second stages are not the only solution to prevent a regula-
tor from freezing, but it is the simplest one.
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Other Equipment Items
A book about diving equipment is not complete without information on other options for breathing 
underwater and on additional equipment with technical features. Masks, snorkels and fins or similar 
items are not part of equipment with technical features. These items are sufficiently covered in text-
books for beginning divers. This chapter starts with another option than diving regulators. For that 
purpose, the features and functioning of four different types of rebreathers are explained.

The next part covers equipment items that are connected to the regulator, such as inflators, SPGs and 
pneumatic systems. This chapter also provides input on the use of diving equipment with Nitrox. The 
chapter is concluded with information on diving instruments.
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Rebreathers

When diving with air, we inhale 21 per cent oxygen. When using open system scuba (a regulator), at the 
surface we exhale 17 per cent of the oxygen unused. The same would apply to Nitrox. When diving with 
Nitrox36, at the surface, we exhale 32 per cent of the oxygen unused. When depth increases, the per-
centage of oxygen used decreases (when the effort of the diver stays the same). A diver breathing air 
(21 per cent oxygen) at a depth of 30 meters (4 bars) will exhale 20 per cent of the oxygen unused. With 
the same effort, the diver will use the same quantity of oxygen molecules. At 30 meters depth the densi-
ty of the gas in the lungs is four times higher, meaning that the same percentage (21 per cent) repre-
sents four times as many oxygen molecules. Increasing the number of oxygen molecules does not in-
crease the amount of oxygen used in the metabolism. The quantity of unused oxygen increases with 
depth and with an increased percentage inhaled.

Depth O2 inhaled O2 exhaled CO2 exhaled O2 inhaled O2 exhaled CO2 exhaled

Surface 21% 17% 4% 36% 32% 4%
10 metres 21% 19% 2% 36% 34% 2%
30 metres 21% 20% 1% 36% 35% 1%

This means that when diving with open system, we “waste” a lot of unused oxygen. Long before the 
development of open system scuba, military divers were already using rebreathers, which make use of 
the exhaled oxygen by recycling the exhaled breathing gas (removing the CO2) and using it again to 
make more efficient use of the available oxygen. In the nineties, rebreathers have become an option for 
recreational divers. Before that they were exclusively used by the army.

All rebreathers share some common fea-
tures. All have a breathing circuit with 
valves, which direct the breathing gas to 
always pass through the circuit in the same 
direction. All have a mouthpiece that can be 
closed to prevent water from getting into 
the circuit when the mouthpiece is taken 
out of the mouth.

All rebreathers have a flexible part in the
circuit, called the “counter lung”, which 
increases in size when the diver exhales 
and decreases in size when the diver in-
hales. This means that the sum of the coun-
ter lung volume and the volume of the 
lungs of the diver is always the same. The 
buoyancy of the diver is not affected by 
breathing. Exhaling to descend does not 
work with a rebreather.

Because there is a flexible part, the re-
breather is affected by Boyle’s law, increas-
ing and decreasing the volume when 
changing depth. To prevent a rupture of the 
circuit while ascending, rebreathers are 

equipped with an overpressure relief valve. The spring in the valve defines the maximum pressure in 
the circuit. All rebreathers, regardless of type, model and make, release bubbles when ascending.
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The last common part for all rebreathers is a canister with soda-lime. Soda-lime is a chemical that binds 
with CO2, thus removing it out of the exhaled breathing gas. Each pellet of soda-lime can bind with a 
certain number of CO2 molecules. As we have read in the introduction and seen in the table on the pre-
vious page, the number of CO2 molecules (not the percentage) stays the same regardless of depth (pro-
vided the level of activity of the diver stays the same). A given quantity of soda-lime which will be 
enough for three hours at the surface will also be enough for three hours at a depth of 30 meters.

The main technical difference between the different types of rebreathers is the way in which fresh 
breathing gas is added to the system. The type of rebreather is defined by the type of gas which is added 
to the system and the way this is done. For simplification we distinguish between four types of re-
breathers:

· Closed Circuit Oxygen Rebreather
· Semi-Closed Oxygen Rebreather
· Semi-Closed Nitrox Rebreather
· Closed Circuit Mixed Gas Rebreather

The closed circuit oxygen rebreather is equipped with a small 
cylinder with pure oxygen. Within the counter lung, we find a 
lever, similar to the lever in the second stage of a regulator.

The diver inhales the breathing gas out of the circuit and then 
exhales into it. The exhaled gas passes through the canister, 
where the CO2 is reacting with the soda-lime. This will lead to a 
loss of volume (the CO2 is missing). When the loss of volume is 
sufficient, the counter lung volume will decrease so much that 
the lever is activated and fresh oxygen is flowing into the coun-
ter lung.

This means that new gas is only added to the system in case of a 
loss of volume. Although such a loss of volume can be caused by 
descending (Boyle) or a diver exhaling from the nose (allowing 
the gas to be lost to the environment), the normal reason for the 
loss of volume is the gas consumption by the diver. This means 
that the actual consumption of the diver is taken into account in 
the quantity of fresh gas that is added to the system. If the actual 
consumption is taken into account, we call the rebreather a 

“Closed Circuit Rebreather” or CCR. The word “closed” does not mean it is actually a closed system. The 
system cannot be closed due to the presence of flexible parts and the exposure to changing ambient 
pressures.

From a safety point of view, the closed system oxygen rebreather is not a choice for every diver. The gas 
in the system is not the same as the gas in the cylinder. The diver does not breathe pure oxygen. There 
will be nitrogen in the system. Before the dive the rebreather and the lungs of the diver will be filled 
with air (almost 80 per cent nitrogen). When the diver takes the mouthpiece in the mouth and starts 
breathing from the rebreather (without taking any precautions) he can only reduce the volume by a 
maximum of 21 per cent. By then all the oxygen is used, but the nitrogen in the system would still be 
there (nitrogen is not absorbed by the soda lime and the body of the diver is already saturated with 
nitrogen and will not take any from the circuit.

A maximum reduction of volume by 21 per cent could be too little to activate the lever in the counter 
lung. The diver would lose consciousness due to hypoxia (or even anoxia). To prevent this, the diver has 
to exhale and empty the counter lung before taking the mouthpiece in the mouth and then add oxygen
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from the cylinder to the system. This would bring a more favourable mix of nitrogen and oxygen, allow-
ing a loss of volume which is enough to activate the lever (and thus the oxygen injection) when the div-
er has consumed oxygen from the system.

The routine of emptying the lungs and counter lung before the dive is easily trained and learned. It is 
harder to get the diver to remember to repeat the procedure at the end of a short return to the surface 
to check a compass bearing or to discuss with the buddy. Even one breath of air with the mouthpiece 
out is enough to increase the nitrogen content in the system dramatically. This is one of the reasons 
why many prefer to dive with a semi-closed oxygen rebreather.

Because the actual gas the diver is breathing is not oxygen, but Nitrox (due to the nitrogen that keeps 
circulating) the maximum depth for this type of rebreather is more than 6 metres (oxygen can become 
toxic at a partial pressure of 1.6 bars – 6 metres would be the maximum depth with pure oxygen). In-
creasing the maximum depth beyond 6 metres is not without risk. A diver with a leaking mask would 
clear the mask of water a few times each minute. Every time the mask is cleared, breathing gas is lost 
from the circuit. The lost gas includes oxygen and nitrogen, but only pure oxygen is added. Step by step 
the percentage of oxygen increases and with that the partial pressure of the oxygen at the depth of the 
dive. If the diver is deeper than 6 metres, this could cause the partial pressure of the oxygen to become
higher than 1.6 bars. This will bring the diver at direct risk of a fit due to the toxic properties of oxygen
at elevated partial pressures. In that case it is possible the diver will drown.

The semi-closed oxygen rebreather is a 
bit more predictable and has a lower 
risk of hypoxia (or anoxia). In this case 
the counter lung is not equipped with a 
lever, but an orifice which is set to in-
ject a fixed quantity of oxygen into the 
system every minute. 

The amount of oxygen injected is fixed 
and thus needs to accommodate the 
demand of the diver in any thinkable 
situation. The diver could be taking 
macro pictures, which could decrease 
the oxygen consumption below 0.5 
litres per minute, or the diver could be 
swimming against a strong current, 

which could increase the oxygen consumption to 2 litres per minute.

Getting too much oxygen is not a problem (apart from a situation where this would cause the partial 
pressure of oxygen to be higher than 1.6 bars). Getting too little oxygen will cause hypoxia and thus 
unconsciousness. This is the reason why the orifice is set for the assumed “worst case”. In the above 
example the orifice would be set to inject 2 litres of oxygen each minute. If the diver does not use all the 
oxygen, the rest will “bubble” out of the overpressure relief valve.

Because both nitrogen and oxygen are bubbling out of the system, but only oxygen is added (apart from 
the nitrogen “de-saturating” out of the body of the diver), the oxygen percentage will be higher than in a 
closed system oxygen rebreather. Hence it is more important for the diver to respect a reasonable max-
imum depth. A semi-closed Nitrox rebreather functions in exactly the same way.

Closed Circuit Rebreather (CCR) =  injection based on measured O2 consumption

Semi Closed Rebreather (SCR) =  injection based on assumed O2 consumption
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The construction of the semi-closed Nitrox rebreather is the same as the semi-closed oxygen rebreath-
er, but the amount of breathing gas injected is higher. This cannot be calculated linearly. You cannot say 
that if the oxygen consumption of the diver would be 2 litres per minute, it would be enough to inject 4 
litres of Nitrox50 each minute. This would be 2 litres of nitrogen and 2 litres of oxygen. You have to 
account for the oxygen that is lost via the overpressure relief valve.

Semi-closed Nitrox rebreathers allow divers to make long dives, but fluctuations in the percentage of 
nitrogen and oxygen in the breathing circuit come with a few inconveniences. We calculate the flow 
based on the amount of oxygen that is needed to keep the gas in the circuit above hypoxic levels. This 
means that a diver who is actually using the “assumed consumption” of two litres of oxygen per minute 
will be breathing air. Without an integrated analyser you never know how much oxygen you are actual-
ly consuming. The only “correct” procedure would be to set the dive computer (for the no-
decompression limit calculation) for air.

In contrast, mask clearing or other actions (such as a bag purge, which is learned in a rebreather 
course) could fill the entire system with fresh breathing gas from the cylinders. This means that the 
maximum depth should always be based on the oxygen percentage in the cylinder. The need for worst 
case settings gives the diver rather a few disadvantages. With instruments measuring and calculating in 
real time, the disadvantages can be reduced. It will however still not be comparable to open system 
scuba, where it is always clear to the diver what he is actually breathing.

A closed circuit mixed-gas rebreather is 
more complex than the other rebreathers. 
The reason for that is that we cannot 
measure the consumption of oxygen by 
measuring a loss of volume. The diver is 
using a mix of gases and the loss of volume 
does not give any information about which 
of the gases is missing.

This is why closed system mixed-gas re-
breathers measure the partial pressure of 
oxygen in the system electronically. In 
most systems, three sensors measure the 
oxygen and provide this data to the calcula-
tor. The diver can read the measured par-
tial pressures on two displays.

The calculator can now compare the meas-
urements to the desired oxygen partial 
pressure that was set. It is the diver who 
sets the desired oxygen partial pressure. 
Mostly the diver decides between a low 

setting (for example 0.7 bar) and a high setting (for example 1.3 bars). If the calculator finds the meas-
urements lower than the desired oxygen partial pressure, it will activate an electronic injector until the 
oxygen partial pressure in the system is at the desired value. The diver manually operates the addition 
of diluents. This can be air, pure nitrogen, helium, a helium/nitrogen mix or other.

The diver uses the diluents to control buoyancy. The diluents are inert gases and stay in the system. The 
diver only has to inject additional gas in the case of loss of volume and thus loss of buoyancy.

Units like these are not recommended for recreational diving. The maintenance needed is very time 
consuming and costly. The electronic circuit needs to be protected against water, which can for example 
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be done by leading all electrical wires through intermediate pressure hoses. The sensors need to be 
replaced periodically and the electronic injector has to be verified for proper functioning on a regular 
basis. The time needed for all of this, as well as the investments it requires normally go beyond the lim-
its for time and money a recreational diver is willing to invest.

Next to the maintenance concerns, these units have a bad reputation. This is caused by a number of fatal 
accidents. Most of these accidents were caused by diver mistakes, but you must be aware that these
units offer many opportunities for a diver to make such a mistake. An example is a diver who is diving 
on high setting (1.3 bars) at a depth of 10 metres. When the diver quickly descends to a depth of 30 
meters, without adding diluents (the system does not do this automatically), then the oxygen partial 
pressure would increase instantly to 2.6 bars. This would cause oxygen toxicity and it is likely that the 
diver will drown, just because he forgot to add diluents to the system.

Another example would be a diver returning at the surface after a dive and still having a setting of 1.3 
bars. At the surface, the calculation unit will be given information that the oxygen partial pressure is too 
low (at the surface the total pressure is 1 bar, so the oxygen partial pressure cannot get higher than 
that). The diver hears the electronic injector injecting like mad. To save oxygen, the diver closes the 
valve of the oxygen cylinder. If the diver has to descend again for whatever reason, the system will be 
hypoxic within a few breaths and the diver will lose unconsciousness.

Closed circuit mixed-gas rebreathers have one enormous advantage for commercial and military diving. 
They do not work with a constant oxygen percentage, but a constant oxygen partial pressure. This 
means that there is (theoretically) no maximum depth. The partial pressure of oxygen will never exceed 
1.6 bar and the diluents can be chosen for the desired depth. Returning to a decompression-stop at 3 
meters depth, the diver will (after a while) breathe mainly oxygen.

Nitrox and Equipment

A need for special attention for diving equipment that is used with Nitrox varies with the partial pres-
sure of oxygen it gets in contact with. In the early days of Nitrox diving, we tended to overdo it a bit 
with the “special attention”. You could find cylinder valves that were cleaned with trichloroethylene, a 
substance which causes more risk to the person handling it than the risk the grease particles on the 
equipment could ever pose to the diver. As divers we see no problem in using a regulator dripping with 
grease on an air cylinder at 300 bars, but we get nervous with traces of grease on a regulator used for a 
Nitrox32 cylinder at 200 bars. In reality, the partial pressure of oxygen is almost the same in both cases.
200 bars x 0.32 = 64 bars and 300 bars x 0.21 = 63 bars.

The above does not imply that we can ignore any grease on the equipment and that we can use whatev-
er we want. It all depends on the partial pressure of oxygen, the energy (heat) in which it is handled and 
the self-igniting characteristics of the materials in contact with the oxygen.

An accepted rule in the diving industry is that all gases up to an oxygen content of 40 per cent are han-
dled as if they were air and that all gases with an oxygen-content above 40 per cent are handled as if 
they were pure oxygen. This is for example done when filling Nitrox cylinders. Gases mixed at ambient 
pressure can only be compressed in an oil lubricated compressor if the oxygen content is 40 per cent or 
lower (provided that the law in the country where the compressor is used allows this). For higher 
blends, the blender will make use of the partial pressure method.

If the cylinder and valve get in contact with blends with an oxygen-content above 40 per cent, they need 
to be cleaned periodically. The norm for oxygen compatible air still allows a certain residue of hydro-
carbons. When a cylinder is filled several times, these will accumulate in the cylinder and at some point 
they will reach a critical value. Again, it all depends on the energy and the self-igniting characteristics of 
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the residue in the cylinder. It is impossible to give a precise procedure, so the only prudent thing is to 
do regular cleaning for oxygen compatibility. Those procedures are learned in blender courses.

All other equipment items should be serviced and maintained according to manufacturer recommenda-
tions. This mostly involves that an oxygen compatible lubricant must be used and that in all high pres-
sure areas O-rings are to be Viton (or similar). The manufacturer’s maintenance manuals will give de-
tailed information.

For open circuit recreational diving we rarely use blends above Nitrox36. For these the concerns are 
limited, if not theoretical (for the diver and not the blender). In general it is not advised to use alumini-
um and titanium for Nitrox, but also here several factors must be taken into account.

The bottom-line is, that we should take precautions for equipment being used with Nitrox, but that 
these are limited and that it is the manufacturer of the equipment who is responsible for appropriate 
recommendations. These recommendations are to be considered binding for the diver and the service 
technician.

Inflators & BCD Valves

The inflator allows the diver to use air 
from the cylinder to inflate the buoyancy 
control device (BCD). The inflator hose is 
connected to the first stage at one of the 
free intermediate pressure ports. It has a 
quick connector at the other end to be 
connected to the BCD (and/or dry suit) 
inflator. The inflator is rather simple 
compared to a regulator.

Just like with regulators, flow is an im-
portant factor for an inflator. A diver who 

is confronted with a lack of buoyancy at greater depth will 
want to be able to establish neutral buoyancy without too 
much delay. This is the main reason why it is not recom-
mended to attach any signalling devices between the inflat-
or hose and inflator. Some devices can reduce the perfor-
mance of the inflator by more than 50 per cent.

The aspect of flow is especially important when you dive 
with a combined inflator/regulator. In that case, a second 
stage is combined in the same housing with an inflator, al-
lowing the diver to inflate and deflate the BCD and to 
breathe from the same mouthpiece. There are no parts 
which are not already introduced. The second stage has a 
normal membrane and lever and is equipped with a normal 
intermediate pressure valve and seat. The inflator has the 
same mechanisms as a normal inflator. The only added fea-
ture is that all these parts are combined in the same hous-
ing.

The air supply for a second stage and an inflator cannot be 
adequately delivered via a normal inflator hose. This is why 
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you will find them to be equipped with an oversized quick connector.

Inflator/regulators are popular in some areas. In an out of air situation, the diver will give the primary 
second stage to the diver who is out of air and will breathe himself from the inflator/regulator. Howev-
er, they combine many parts in a single housing, which makes them sensitive and because of that less 
popular in areas where surf entries are made.

For the inflator mechanism, there are 3 common types. All have a spring loaded button which opens a 
passage to allow the air from the intermediate pressure hose to flow into the BCD.

The mechanism to the left has only one O-
ring. The piston has a conical shape at one
end, sealing the passage for breathing gas. 
When the button is pushed, the seal will 
break and air will flow into the BCD. The 
spring will force the piston back in sealing 
position when the diver stops pushing the 
button. In the second model, the seal will 
break when pushing the button, because 
the conical shape of the housing will not 
allow the lower O-ring to seal when the
button is depressed. The third model uses 
the upstream valve we know from the pilot 
second stages. As a matter of fact, it can be the same valve as is found in the inflator hose (and in bicycle 
tires).

Many BCDs are equipped with a quick release valve at the location where the corrugated hose is at-
tached at the BCD. A cord attached to the inflator allows the diver to activate the quick release valve by 
pulling the inflator down. The quick release valve also functions as an overpressure relief valve.

The overpressure relief valve is a spring-loaded downstream valve. The force of the spring specifies 
how much pressure is allowed in the container, which is protected against overpressure. The BCD is 
equipped with such a valve (in most cases more than one).

Most overpressure relief valves have a cord attached to them to allow the diver to manipulate them 
manually in case they want to dump air from the BCD. The care and maintenance for these valves is 
simple and does not take much time. There are hardly any parts to be replaced, so cleaning and verify-
ing for proper functioning and wear are the only things to be done.

Some newer quick release valves are equipped with a pneumatic valve. When the diver pushes a button, 
intermediate pressure enters a flexible tube which pushes a small spring-loaded piston under the valve 
in the up position, opening the quick release valve (most of these systems open more than one valve at 
the time, allowing the air to escape through the one in the highest position).

When the diver stops pushing the button, the pressure in the flexible tube returns to ambient pressure. 
The spring will now be strong enough to push the small piston back in the lower position and the quick 
release valve(s) will close. Some divers have a preference for these systems, as it is not anymore needed 
to lift the arm with the inflator hose to make the inflator the highest point. Others do not like the system 
at all. They see a safety concern in the fact that the pneumatic system needs pressure to function, which 
would make it impossible to use the system in an out-of-air situation. Others find it harder to fine-tune 
their buoyancy with these systems than with a traditional inflator system.
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The traditional quick release valve (left) and the inflator unit (middle) on the jacket, which operates the 
pneumatic quick release valves (right).

Instruments

Submersible pressure gauges are 
connected to the high pressure 
chamber from the first stage via a 
high pressure hose. At the side of the 
SPG, they are equipped with a swivel 
that allows the diver to turn the SPG, 
to allow easy reading of the pressure 
in the cylinder by turning the SPG.

The swivel is a sensitive part. The 
section between the O-rings is in 
contact with water (and salt and 
minerals). The other side of the O-
ring is at the same pressure as the 
pressure in the cylinder. Every time 

the diver turns the SPG, the O-rings are moving. The O-rings are dynamic O-rings and they need appro-
priate care. A leaking O-ring at the swivel will make itself noticed by a stream of tiny bubbles coming 
out of the protection cover or console.

After the swivel the air enters into a spiral tube. The tube will roll out with increasing pressure. This
will move the needle on the SPG.

A pressure gauge has an open bourdon tube. This means 
that the pressure (200 bars or more) enters the small 
tube inside the SPG. In the tube the pressure exerts its 
force on the entire inside wall. Thanks to the bent shape, 
the diameter of the outer wall is bigger than the diame-
ter of the inner wall, which will cause a force attempting 
to straighten the tube. When the spiral rolls out, the 
needle is moved and you can read the pressure on the 
SPG.

Normally there is no pressure inside the housing of the 
SPG, so it is not built to withstand pressure. If the tube is 
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damaged and pressure is released into the housing, the housing cannot withstand that pressure and will 
break violently.

To prevent this from happening, the SPG is equipped with an overpressure relief valve. This valve 
should allow the pressure to escape from the housing, before it reaches a value that would break the 
housing. In many cases it is a piece of plastic that pops out before the pressure is too high. A console or 
protection cover should have a hole which is located exactly in front of the plastic plug. A console with-
out such a hole, or a hole on a wrong location could prevent the piece of plastic from popping out and 
could allow the pressure in the SPG housing to increase to a value which the housing cannot withstand. 
This problem could be caused by divers who insert non-original instruments in a console.

Today most depth gauges are digital, working with a pressure sensor 
which changes the electronic resistance with pressure. The resistance 
is converted to a depth reading on the display of the instrument. Other 
than rinsing with fresh water, cleaning the console, keeping the instru-
ment out of direct sun light and changing the batteries (and sometimes 
not even that) there is not a lot a diver can do with respect to mainte-
nance and care.

Most dive computers allow the user to enter specific data concerning 
the dive, such as the Nitrox blend, the altitude and an estimation of the 
diver’s personal susceptibility to decompression sickness. They also 
gather data for logbook purposes and statistics.

Traditional depth gauges often have a bourdon tube. It can be compared 
with the one we find in the SPG. In this case it is a closed bourdon tube. 
This means that the pressure does not enter the tube, but exerts its 
force on the outside of a closed tube. As a consequence the tube does 
not roll out, but it rolls inward to move the needle that indicates the 
depth.

During production the tube is filled with gas (and thus at atmospheric 
pressure) and then sealed. The housing is filled with a liquid that trans-
fers the pressure to the tube. Different gases or liquids have resulted in 
different names for these bourdon tube depth gauges. The principle is 

the same for all: helium depth gauges, oil filled depth gauges, etc. This is to indicate that the tube is 
filled with helium or that the tube is lying in an oil bath. Most of these differences were an attempt to 
solve the biggest problem of these gauges. 
That is the sensitivity to changes in tempera-
ture. Extreme temperature differences could 
affect to accuracy by several meters.

Because of changes in altitude (and to a less-
er extent changes in temperature and atmos-
pheric pressure at sea level) it could happen 
that the needle of the depth gauge was not 
indicating zero metres at the surface. If the 
needle would read 2 meters below zero at the 
surface, it would read 18 meters at 20 meters 
depth and 28 meters at 30 meters depth.

Membrane depth gauges have the same prob-
lem. This is why you will find most of these 
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types of depth gauges to be equipped with a small hand wheel that allows you to readjust the scale to 
zero before starting the dive. A diver who set the scale for zero before the dive will read the real depth 
during the dive (with a difference of about 3 per cent between fresh water and salt water). A membrane 
depth gauge is filled with a gas. With increasing pressure, the (metal) membrane flexes inward which 
pushes on a mechanism that transfers the loss of volume in the housing in needle movement to indicate 
the depth.

In both of these types of depth gauges, the movement of the tube or membrane is more or less linear 
with increasing pressure. This means that the reading of the gauge is still more or less accurate at 
greater depth, but that it might be harder to maintain the depth of a safety or decompression stop.

These types of depth gauges were popular in the times when diving was exclusively done with dive 
tables. Dive tables require the diver to calculate the entire dive as if it were made at the greatest depth. 
This is the reason for the second (red) needle. It is pushed by the main needle, but will not move back to 
zero with it. This keeps the needle at the greatest depth reached during the dive and thus the depth the 
diver needs to use for dive table calculations. If such a needle is blocked, the problem can be solved with 
a mix of warm water and vinegar. In most cases the blockage is due to salt crystals under the button.

A capillary depth gauge was sometimes used to solve 
some issues with the bourdon and membrane depth 
gauges. These are the accuracy of the safety or decom-
pression stop depth reading and reading the real (and not 
the theoretical) depth for dives at altitude. The capillary 
depth gauge is a tube with a very small diameter (hence 
the name capillary). The diameter of the tube is less than 
the surface tension of a drop of water, meaning that we 
cannot pour water in or out of the tube without using 
additional force (pressure).

The tube mimics a container filled with air and behaves 
under water according to Boyle’s law. This means that 
doubling the pressure decreases the volume by half (at 
sea level 10 meter depth represents 2 bar, which is the 
double of 1 bar – the 10 meter reading will be at half 
length of the tube). Half of the scale is thus reserved for 
the depths between zero and ten meters. This makes this type of gauge accurate at shallow depth. Some
of the accuracy is lost due to the fact that we are looking how far “clear” water has entered the small 
tube and up to where it has compressed the equally “clear” air.

Some divers recommend the use of capillary depth gauges for diving at altitude to double check the 
decompression calculations made by the diver. Because the capillary depth gauge works according to 
Boyle’s law, it takes variations in atmospheric pressure into account.

If at a certain mountain lake the atmospheric pressure were 0.8 bars, the tube would be filled with air at 
that pressure. Doubling the pressure will decrease the volume by half. The double of 0.8 bars is 1.6 bars. 
That means that the depth gauge will read 10 meters when the diver is at 8 meters depth.

In contrast with all the other types of depth gauges, this is deeper than the diver actually is (other gaug-
es read shallower when the atmospheric pressure is reduced). The indicated depth (in this case 10 me-
ters) is not the real depth of the dive, but the equivalent sea level depth. In other words, this is the 
depth where the diver should look in the dive tables to find the no-decompression limit for a dive at 8 
meters depth in that specific mountain lake.
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